LA FAMILIA HAYBURG:

ON THE OPPOSITE
SIDE OF THE WORLD
Beijing: The Great Wall/Great Wall Adventure Club/The Forbidden
City/Tian'anmen Square/subway system/train station/international airport/other
essential sites and activities; Xi'an: Terracotta Soliders, International Train K3
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They were both familiar with the reputation of the number one symbol of China, and were equally
enthusiastic about our making the journey. As we passed the Worker's Stadium and the dancers in the
parking lot, we simultaneously thought the same thing: “For such an arduous hike, we need energy!”
We cut through the next parking lot and into the Outback Steakhouse.
It was not crowded inside, and we were given near-private seating with two attendants who
ensured our water glasses remained full. Our orders were taken and delivered precisely―we would not
leave hungry. I think what might have made the meal particularly memorable was the quantity of highquality food that, like all of the restaurants we'd been to so far in China, the price was minimal. We
slept well that night in the hostel, this being my first good sleep as I didn't have to think about
transportation for at least another week!
But habits are hard to break. Mine was not sleeping long enough, I always wake early. Up before
the family, I would go outside in the early morning, when little traffic―motor or human―was present.
The one individual I always saw, though, was the guard, stationed in a shack at the entrance to the
parking lot which divided the hostel from the 5-star hotel.
I became friendly with him, via a smile and handshake. We didn't speak—words just get in the
way sometimes! I made it a point to look at his time clock, and saw that I had gotten at least five hours
decent sleep. We weren't due to meet in the lobby until (07:00). Then I looked above to what may be a
beautiful day, with thin cirrus clouds drifting high above, and returned to our room for another hour of
contented repose...!
Up again at (06:15), I roused Katarena and Enrique a half-hour later, and all of us got ready for
another outstanding adventure. We were in a super hostel, with a dining area and kitchen, AND a good
relationship with the Great Wall Adventure Club. The GWAC tour van would pick up many
backpackers at different hostels, who had sold boxed lunches and water bottles besides overnight
accommodation to the travelers. Very mutual, and beneficial to all!
On this morning, even after I slowly held up the group several minutes, we became a snug baker's
dozen in the minivan, a jolly mix of Westerners who came from other hostels and hotels. I knew they
weren't too upset with us because they only cursed me some!
Actually, we got along rather well, with only two repeat walkers: Joseph, of the Great Wall
Adventure Club (www.greatwalladventure.com), who was our driver and in charge of this trek. The
other was a New Yorker named Robert, who was relocating to this great city and attending language
school here. Going to the trailhead, we had two hours of close company, and became particularly fond
of Robbie, a lawyer-to-be from Edinburgh. His former location of study was the primary reason for our
interest in him, along with everything he had to say.
“In a few weeks, we expect to spend at least two or three nights in Edinburgh, Robbie. Do you
think I'll get to see J.K. Rowling?” Katarena asked him intently. She was entranced by him and had to
sit by him as he emphasized his near-personal connection with the famed author.
“Yes, I watched her write Harry Potter at the Elephant House restaurant,” he spoke, thoroughly
enjoying the attention.
I merely satisfied myself by touching his shoulder, mentioning something about osmosis and
writing....! Then he informed me that what he had told us, as well as the brush of my hand on his
jacket, was going to cost. Everybody hearing this palaver enjoyed a hearty laugh when I informed him
that the cookies and peanut butter we may share with him, from our lunch basket, was going to cost
him an equal amount.
The van stopped midway to our destination for gasoline, as well as the chance for a last minute
stock up of supplies and draining bladders. Entering the loo, I never realized that there was a protocol to
using the squat slot until I saw a naked posterior quite exposed, while its owner kept his face hidden
behind the partition. It was gross! I immediately turned around, knowing that I could hold it for later.
Back on the road, I became absorbed with the terrain, which was becoming continually more
mountainous. I occasionally dropped into the conversation if I had a pertinent point, my last comment

being “...camping with Scouts can be a challenge...” I then noticed how the roadway had diminished
considerably from a fine interstate quality multi-lane to a dirt path, and came back to the conversation
with “I always want to do it.”
All eyes became focused upon me as the chit-chat came to an abrupt stop. Even the car engine and
the birds outside became part of the dead-silence. Joseph, in traditional Chinese fashion, became
flushed and politely excused his shock at my inappropriate admission with “I had to stop to determine
how to go through this pothole.” He quickly looked forward again, as if to analyze the dirt track for a
secret passage. This seemed to be an uncomfortable eternity.
Unfortunately, I had missed a significant part of the conversation, which had somehow digressed
to transvestites during my distraction. Everyone was astonished about why I might proclaim my desire
for a sex change operation. Robbie was amazed, then knowing that I had missed a critical part of the
discussion, inquired, with a completely straight face, “How long have you wanted that, Juanito? Or
should I call you Juanita?” Smiling broadly, he summarized what I had missed: “Scottish males do
wear kilts on special occasions, but they harbor no desire to actually become female. Are you interested
in retracting your statement, or do you continue to stand by it?”
To say the least, I quickly rephrased my statement, connecting it to the fact that I always want to
go camping with the Scout troop, even if it can be a challenge. Everybody let my faux paś drop,
guffawing, although I did see a few sideways glances. Robbie used his lawyer-skills to redirect the
group away from me toward another topic.
“There is nobody on Earth who can outdrink a Scot. And nobody comes close to being as perfect
a drunk as a law student in Caledonia University, Glasgow”. Robbie continued to verbalize about the
antics of an inebriated Scot, particularly emphasizing the cross-country rivals. With perfect timing of
self-deprecation, and to the ballyhoo of all present, he declared, “I speak as an experienced Scot
myself”.
I was glad to no longer be the center of attention, and wisely chose not to counter his tale with my
own inglorious story of intoxication of 1974 in Massawa, Ethiopia. Was it really thirty years ago? I've
been on the wagon that long?? Am I that old??? Then I recognized that I was old, the elder in this
group, the old fart whom I had always disparaged when I was younger, like Robbie. I had become the
fossil I never imagined becoming. Sheeesh!
Regardless, I now saw Robbie from a different perspective. Only several years older than my 13year-old Katarena and 15-year-old Enrique, he was a swarthy, good-looking guy, sharp and
knowledgeable, who helped extricate me from an unpleasant situation. I knew that if I was ever in that
position, I'd hire him in a heartbeat for his legal and social skills. I had tonnes of admiration for him,
and hoped it was mutual, though he may be like me when I was his age....!
We arrived at our drop off point in the hinterlands, on a poor dirt track, next to a small home
patched together of local material. It was not unlike homes that I'd seen growing up when visiting the
Ozarks in Northern Arkansas during the 1970s. Chickens and other farm animals were free-ranging
around and a loo that was perhaps a step below a hillbilly outhouse. Katarena was repulsed by the
small, smelly hole in the ground behind the coop, but when you gotta' go...!

There's gotta' be a way in somewhere around here...! (www.greatwalladventure.com)

We had come to a more remote part of the Jinshanling section, and set off through the lush
surroundings. Single file, we scaled a steep path to the magnificent Great Wall, which was silently
waiting for us attempt to breach it. The path was as strenuous a climb as I'd been on yet, and there
were no resting benches along the way like when we visited the Castle of Gruenenburg ruins in
Melchnau, Switzerland, a few weeks ago. Bringing up the rear, I had to frequently stop and bend over
with my hands on my knees to catch my breath. Eventually, I was sidling alongside this structure,
inappropriately name “The Great Wall”. It is far more than great, it is massive, an overwhelming
structure of stone, brick, and mortar. As I stood at the base, I was barely able to see Enrique leaning
out over the edge of the crenelated parapets.

Still looking for the secret passage...! ( www.greatwalladventure.com)

“Why are you so slow? We've been up here ages waiting for you! Everybody is waiting for you

again, just like this morning. C'mon!” my teenaged son yelled down to me.
I found a hidden crevice in the Wall that they had crept through, ascending to the weathered and
worn walkway on top.

Clearly not ADA compliant! (www.greatwalladventure.com)

“I would have gotten here faster,” I apologized to the group, “but I am a bit older than all of

you...!”
“That's OK, old-timer” said Robbie in conciliatory language, “we're still a group, even though you
could have joined the other couple who stayed in the van and rode to the pick-up point. Well, let's go.
At least we have a decent cloud cover.”
“Thanks, Robbie. I will be slow, so don't hold up anymore for me.” and that was pretty much the
closest I ever came to the group until we reached Simatai several hours later. Only Katarena stayed
with me, sometimes holding my arm as she steadied me on the eroding stones.
It was beyond belief. This section had not been renovated, but was left to weather as anything
left in nature will. Parts of the Wall had long since fallen away, the result of freeze-thaw cycles over
the millennium since its' construction, with vegetation that had grown up in the cracks and crevices
where seeds had blown in and germinated.
Not unlike the growth on the Wall, clouds high above, blown in by the jet stream, released a few
drops of water on the seed within me. I felt a rebirth of spirit as if the seed had suddenly sprung to life.
Additionally, my resurgence was observation of a few people other than our group. They were out on
this stunning histocultural addition to the crust of Chinese humanity, similarly taking in its immensity. I
saw one ancient man, bent and stooped over from time, trudging like me, also steadied by his greatgrand-daughter as I was by daughter Katarena. The difference was that he had the most brilliant glow
to his face, that of accomplishing a final act, the commitment of “even if it's the last thing I do in
life...!” Standing to the side while they passed us, my eyes met his for the briefest of moments, and I
knew that I was going to make it to Simatai, where he had surely started.
In that split-second that our pupils met, the faith and confidence of not only getting to our
immediate goal was transmitted, but a certitude that the best was still ahead, waiting for us alone as
well as all of humanity. I felt the Chinese saying, “You are not a GREAT man if you have never been
to The Great Wall!” welling up through me, almost as if it was a catchy merchandising slogan for the
Great Wall Adventure Club. Which it should be, if access could be made more inclusive for the better
half of the world. Re-energized, I vigorously doubled my climbing efforts. I also didn't want to be so far
behind.
My inspiring notion didn't last too much longer. This was a bloody difficult climb! It seemed that
the only places where the Wall had any horizontal plane to it were in the watchtowers, of which there
were many, thankfully. By the time Katarena and I caught up to our Great Wall Adventure Club group,
they had eaten their lunches and were just about to depart..
“We tried to wait for you before eating, but you took too long to get here. We saved a few deserts,
if you want them, after you finish your lunches. Also, I have some more water, if you need it.” said
Enrique. With eagerness, he continued “Anyway, you two look fine, and I'm getting a lot of fantastic
pictures. Is it OK if I stay with the main group? Blow your whistle if you need me. Due to the snakelike nature of this Wall, I'm actually never very far away, as the crow flies, and can see you most of the
time. This really is a good trip you brought us on.”
“Thanks, Enrique. We are getting along quite well, and have plenty of water.” I told him. Giving
him the permission he had already taken, I spoke, “I do want you to stay ahead and get decent photos.”
He quickly stepped off with the others, relatively unaffected by this challenging trail.
Katarena and I leisurely enjoyed our lunches, which were supplemented nicely by wrapped
brownies, which looked suspiciously like what we had seen at KFC yesterday. We had been working
awfully hard, and anything edible, regardless if it was nutritious or not, was acceptable as long as it had
lots of calories. What surprised me, though, were these elderly women who seemed to be at every
watchtower, standing ready to sell us water, food, Great Wall t-shirts, and, what I would have
considered bizarre if I didn't know the propensity of the Chinese to smoke, cigarettes. What mystified
me the most about these scenes was how did these little old ladies manage to get to these utterly remote
locations, and, on top of that, bring their wares as well? I was having enough trouble hauling my water
buffalo and lunch, which were strapped on my back!

I had been continually slowing down, plodding as I cautiously put one foot in front of the other,
always going up or down. It took several hours for us to reach the toll-suspension bridge across the
lowest point of our Great Wall journey. It crossed Simatai Reservoir, and served as the boundary
between the East and West portions of the Simatai Great Wall. I staggered onto it, grateful that I was
finally on a level surface, albeit so close to the end of our hike. I was equally grateful that Katarena had
stayed with me, even though I held her far back from the main group. After crossing this narrow bridge,
I kind of leaned up against the cutbank for a path descending to the impoundment.
“Katarena, go on,” I told her, “I am going to go down to the reservoir to cool off with fresh water,
not just sweat!”
She double-checked that I was fine, and went on up the Wall. I carefully walked down the side
path, stopping at the edge of the lake. Hearing the whining sound of metal on metal, I looked up to my
left and saw what appeared to be some kind of metal sled whipping down a cable. Unsure of the
purpose of it, I turned my attention back to the water. I was tempted to jump into the liquid, but I
instead peeled off my sweat-soaked shirt and plunged it into the cool water. Pulling it out and wringing
it out over my head, I felt a Ponce de Leon rejuvenation. Within a few minutes, I put the sopping shirt
back on my body, and retraced the path up 15 meters (50 feet) to where I had left the Great Wall.
These final few steps of the Wall looked to be the steepest I had yet to climb, and began to
think of an alternate strategy. 'If I just got a handhold here, and put my foot there,” I thought to myself,
“I ought to be able to pull myself up over the cutbank onto that roadway that went underneath the
wall.” I managed to do exactly that, even though I was weakened from the hike, and quickly rejoined
our group, courtesy of the shortcut. They gave me a warm, hearty round of applause for completing this
unbelievably arduous hike. All of us were exhausted, and none of us wanted to go on any
farther―unless it was downhill

Sad or happy, we had finished our climb of The Great Wall! (www.greatwalladventure.com)

.

It was a noisy chairlift that I had heard a few minutes ago, and the James Bond in me considered
taking it. My common sense won out, as it looked phenomenally dangerous while it zoomed downhill
on a cable to a landing across the lake. But that also became the reason for why I need to return―I
want to do risk limb and life speeding over the water like that!
I had no trouble keeping up with our group now―they were tired and had not had the refreshing
cool-off that I had just had. Additionally, we were no longer on the tortuous Great Wall, but on a
groomed dirt road, leading us down to the Simatai Resort, where our parked minivan would take us
back to Beijing.
I saw a distant cable car father along on our left, to the East, carrying passengers up to and/or
down from watchtowers that were beyond the reach of most people unless they were in the best of
physical shape. (I was certainly excluded from that group, especially since I felt that whatever youth I
might have left in me, despite the rejuvenation a few moments ago, was deposited on the stony path of
the previous several kilometers atop the Wall!) All of us slowly made our way around a number of
buildings, two of which included a restaurant and ice cream stand. Ah! Obviously time for a short stop
to purchase needed refreshments. Soon, we once again filled the minivan and returned to our respective
lodgings in Beijing. The two hour drive back went fast as we all slept, less the driver and the couple
who opted to not hike. Slumped over The Great Wall brochures, I was apparently hoping for osmosis
and glean out additional information, even if some of it was in Chinese!
Talk about exhaustion! It was twilight when the three of us woke, and we knew that somehow
we had made it back to our room, flopped into our bunks, and went back to sleep, though none of us
could accurately recollect how. We did know that we were rather hungry, and departed the hostel in a
light rain looking for a restaurant. We found numerous bars, which may serve food, but also may be
like our first night in London last month: the closest pub was across the Thames, and it was too late for
food but plenty early enough for alcohol! As we moved West along Worker's Stadium Road, the first
reasonable establishment we came to was a still crowded KFC. It was a welcome, delicious meal,
obviously enhanced by the exceedingly difficult traipse we had several hours prior. Walking back to
the hostel, the rain had softened into a sprinkle. We changed into dry night clothes back in our room,
and, once again, fell into deep sleep. The rest was not only needed, it was absolutely deserved.
“Dad,” Katarena implored, “I'm still tired. Do we have to go anywhere today. And look at
Enrique; he's asleep, too”
“I agree with you, Katarena.” I replied. “ My muscles hurt. Sleep on.” My last two words were
unnecessary―she was already a reflection of Enrique, buried under her pillow. I was awake, though,
and since today was the Fourth of July, I figured we would take it easy. Then I had a brilliant idea.
Why not call Elena? I was familiar with using a phone card, and purchased one from the front
desk. Then I thought about the possible consequences of calling Elena—she had told me that the only
reason for calling was to give bad news.
“Nothing is wrong!” were my first words when she answered the phone. “I just wanted to call
and wish you a happy Fourth of July and to let you know we are just fine on the opposite side of the
World.”
“This must be costing you! Besides, I'm going to work soon―it is the THIRD of July here!” After
trading antichthonian small talk and warm fuzzies, the card expired, cutting our connection.
Then we began our holiday. After showering and dressing for a nice day of celebration, we left the
hostel by (11:00). Going outside, we set our bearings for the Summer Palace, in the Northwest of
Beijing. Being over a half-decade out of print, we initially questioned the LP guide directions, but it
was better than nothing. We walked to what had become our fruit market on Stadium Worker's Road,
where we bought our ruffage brunch as well as mini-bananas for our beggars. Or were we their
beggees? These bananas were delightedly seized and were gone almost as soon as we had purchased
them.

Leaving the already-warm day by going inside the subway station, we went through the routine of
purchasing our fares and descending to the platform. This time, though, we were going the opposite
direction on the circle line, and went through five stops to Xizhimen Station. We looked at taking bus
#13 from the North Beijing train station, but instead followed the LP guide and sought out bus #332.
There was much development along Xizhimenwai Dajie, where we were to catch the bus in front of the
zoo. We could have gone to the zoo, but the entrance was not apparent amidst the construction. No big
loss, we wanted to go to the Summer Palace anyway. Seeing the correct bus, we easily ran alongside it
in the heavy traffic, beating on its side, until it found a safe place to pull over and stop. Paying a fare of
1 ¥ ($0.12USD) apiece, we rode it to the end of the line, the turnaround in front of the Summer Palace
entrance.
The entrance fee was 30 ¥ ($3.60) per person, followed by lots of walking, most of it apparently
uphill―not as challenging as yesterday! The temples, gardens, lake, bridge, all aspects of the park were
so delightful and relaxing. Besides the ornate and well-crafted beauty, we paid and additional 10 ¥
($1.20USD) fee to enter the Tower of the Fragrance of Buddha. It, too, was extremely artistic and
meaningful. Unfortunately, our late start and inadequate nourishment gave more meaning to shortening
our visit so that we could find a restaurant for an evening meal.
Other problems were starting to surface as well. Katarena was suffering from heat exhaustion, and
complained miserably about the lack of Western-style toilets. “I really hate those squat slots. I feel just
horrible using them.” and she dissolved into a flood of tears. I consoled her, assuring her that we would
eat soon, and that a squat slot in the restaurant would likely be better due to public heath regulations.
“Besides,” I questioned her, “how are the squat slots any different from when we've gone camping
and there were no toilets available then?”
She improved some, and, as we left this masterful blend of outdoors and indoors, she perked up
and help search for a restaurant. Returning toward the metro station on bus #332, it was slowly moving
alongside an area of mixed development when we saw a Mongolian barbecue set-up. We exited the bus
as soon as possible and walked back toward the food stall. Along the way, we found a
computer/electronics store that interested Enrique, but our nutritional need ruled out stopping.
In the restaurant, I devoured the greens because it was too spicy for them. Katarena enjoyed piles
of rice, and Enrique went hungry. He wouldn't eat that either, due to something he hates—egg―being
mixed into it. His intellectual food was incomplete, too, for, when we went to his favorite store
afterwards, only to find that it was closing. Then we had to rush to catch our bus—the bright sky had
become threateningly dark. As we boarded, the heavens broke open, with a heavy, soaking visibilitylimiting rain.
We got off the bus in much diminished rainfall, meeting an ample amount of motor traffic, as
well as more bicycles. There were primarily working cycles, usually heavily laden with wood,
ducks/birds, animal products, trash, and, occasionally, other humans. One bike was so covered with
industrial materials that we could see nothing except a long chain hanging so far below as to nearly be
touching the ground. When we had gotten to the front of it, we saw a wee man pushing the pedals. Of
course, he was smoking, the fag hanging from one side of his mouth. Retracing our steps from
Dongsishitiao Qiao was easy, but we made another stop on Stadium Worker's Road, this time at our
favorite (by default-it was the only one we had patronized) KFC. The food was better than ever, too!
Enrique had been quite a trooper, but he was feeling faint and desperately needed chow.
Katarena wanted additional food, too, and, heck, why not, I ate as well. With our bellies full, we
contentedly returned to the hostel, where many of our fellow GWAC hikers were sitting in the dining
area, watching a DVD. It was undoubtedly recently purchased, as virtually everytime we ventured out
onto the streets, independent business men constantly approached us, saying “DVD! NINE ELEVEN!
DVD! NINE ELEVEN!” We attempted to watch it, but a smoker (this was the first time I'd ever seen
that inside a hostel!) had so polluted the air in that ventless room that we had to get out. Just as well;
we needed to shower and clean our clothes anyway, besides giving our bodies more required

recuperation. This was especially true since we had to be up to catch an airplane to Xi'an tomorrow
morning.

